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Jordan’s Solar Industry
Jordan Since 2018
Jordan highly depends on imported energy. In 2018, 92% of Jordan’s energy was
imported having a total cost of 2 Billion JD. Such costs create a burden on the economy
and its future of unexpected price increase. The local production share of total energy
requirements was 6% and oil and gas generation from oil shale was almost negligible.
Furthermore, the annual growth of primary energy demand was (-3.0%) while the annual
growth of electricity reaches (0.2%).
From 2014 to 2018, the Government of Jordan’s successful efforts were able to
transform a 2% renewable energy contribution to 10% contribution by the end of 2018.
Moreover, the government is committed to increase its renewable energy contribution up
to 16% by the end of 2019 and 20% by the end of 2020. Along with all these efforts and
challenges to drive the Jordanian energy industry to a bright future, the field of Energy
Investments conclude a long way in that journey that involves Capital Investments and
long term investments. According to the Energy Sector Strategy (2019-2030); the total
investments in the Energy Sector in Jordan will be around $18 BU.S by 2020.
Looking more closely at the status of the solar industry in Jordan and its next steps,
MESIA had the privilege to construct an interview with Engineer Mohammed Dabbas,
Senior Advisor to the Arab Renewable Energy Commission (AREC); Board Member of
the World Renewable Energy Council/Network Brighton-UK.
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Jordan’s Solar Industry
Q&A Session
1- How do you view the solar industry in Jordan? Is Jordan achieving more than
what was expected in solar energy?
The Solar Industry in Jordan has a low local market, still, we need to pave the way
forward for exportation of equipment, devices, cabling systems & other interrelated
issues to the neighboring countries; such as Syria & Iraqi, notice that the present local
industry has a proven know how for this type of industry.
We had achieved more than expected in Solar Energy Generations, PV is very mature
compared to CSP and CPV, Installed Capacity (Conventional): 3800 MW & the Installed
Capacity (RE): 1130 MW (Including small systems), with a high solar radiation figures of
5 – 7 kWh/m2 per day with about 300 sunny days per year.
As a result; and according to Bloomberg NEF, Jordan scored worldwide the Rank No. of
(3), according to the score review as shown in below.

Source: Bloomberg
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Jordan’s Solar Industry
Q&A Session
2- Jordan targeted 20% power from renewables by 2025, is it on the path to this
achievement and what will the next target be, to what percentage?
Answer:
The answer is (YES), notice that Jordan is now a leading country of Renewable Energy
in the MENA Region, the expected installed capacity for renewable energy projects to
be reached by 2021 is more than 2400 MW that will form about 30% of electrical
installed capacity and 20% of electricity generation.
The success story in Jordan starts based on Jordan's policy of 4-tracks-approach to
develop renewable which are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Direct Proposal scheme
Competitive Bidding
EPC Turn-Key projects
Small Scale RE Schemes (Net Metering)

The other targets are under study according to the Energy Strategy of the Ministry of
Energy & Mineral Resources (MEMR), will be determined during the upcoming 2
months from now, depending also on the Grid Master Plan Study for the National
Electric Power Company (NEPCO).

“the expected installed capacity for renewable energy
projects to be reached by 2021 is

MORE THAN 2400 MW”
3- With the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development’s recent finance
provision up to 35 Million to contribute into renewable energy targets, knowing
that this project is EBRD’s first in Jordan within its southern and eastern
Mediterranean Private Renewable Energy Framework (SPREF), such contribution
certainly creates a decrease in challenges facing renewable energy projects,
what could you comment on that and what other challenges are tackled ?
Actually, for the EBRD it is not the first project in Jordan of its kind, EBRD as well as
other financiers compete with each other to implement Solar Projects in Jordan, since
those projects are very feasible in one hand, and the pricing mechanism is of the lowest
according to its capacity in the region on the other.
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Jordan’s Solar Industry
Q&A Session
4- With regards to the suspension of RE projects that came from the government
earlier this year, all bids and tenders for energy generation projects were
suspended until the completion of technical studies to assess the capacity of the
electrical grid. Would that mean that Jordan could shortly look into additional
investments in grid infrastructure?
I don’t think that the government will shortly look into additional investments in grid
infrastructure, since the main problem is in the present units capabilities of more
generation, while the consumption is less, I do believe also that after completion of the
Energy Strategy & the Grid Master Plan Studies at both the Ministry of Energy & Mineral
Resources (MEMR), & the National Electric Power Company (NEPCO), then it will be
decided if we still need more expansion in the Renewable Energy Projects, bearing in
mind that based on the prevailing economic situation, where the Annual Growth of
Primary Energy Demand is (-3.0%), and the Annual Growth of Electricity Demand is
(0.2%), this means that the domination not to expand in the Renewable Energy Projects
at the present consequences.

Source: TEK Solar, Quweira Solar PV Power Plant
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Source: TEK Solar, Safawi Solar PV Plant
5- What are some of the other challenges to solar energy deployment Jordan is
facing and how do you see the market evolving?
Other challenges to solar energy is when to use the CSP technologies, including the
storage options, presently the World Bank is working on a study to determine and
assess when to use this type of technology can be utilized, may it can be tendered to
compete the PV during the period of 2023- 2024.
However; we still need in Jordan to answer the following questions regarding the
Feasibility Study of CSP which are:ü Will Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) be an optimal generation option between now
and 2030? What are the optimal specifications for CSP in Jordan?
ü Will CSP be an optimal way to balance variable renewables? Will CSP contribute to
energy security?
ü Will CSP be part of a lowest cost energy mix?
ü Will CSP help Jordan implement its Nationally Determined Contribution (‘NDC’)?
ü Would concessional donor climate financing enable the financial viability of CSP?
On the other hand; still we need to work more in utilization of Waste to Energy, more
specifically producing Electricity from the Municipal Solid Wastes (MSW) at the landfill
sites, where I do believe that more work should be implemented to use the dams for
electricity production i.e. the (Hydro Power).
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6- What about distributed generation which involves the residential, C&I and offgrid segments? What opportunities for growth do you see in Jordan?
Certainly this issue will be accelerated based on the cost factor, sustainability of supply
& consumers trust, and willingness to utilize producing electricity from PV systems.
In Jordan, and until present the distributed generation reached around 460MW including
net metering and wheeling.
7- With storage projects booming recently, would Jordan tender any storage
projects in the near future other than the 30MW project?
Of course yes, notice that this project is the first of its kind as a pilot one.
Other storage project will be implemented throughout the National Electric Power Co
(NEPCO) based on the Grid Capacity Study under running at the present time.
Notice that we have a surplus of Renewable Energy Electricity, also please be noted
that the Government in cooperation with the EU Program REEE II, a Feasibility Study
for Water Pump Storage is in its final stages for 3 dams in Jordan.

Source: TEK Solar, Quweira Solar PV Power Plant
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Special Thanks to Eng. Mohammad Dabbas

Biography:
Eng. Mohammad Dabbas
He studied at the University of Manchester Institute for
Science & Technology (UMIST-UK), where he received
a M.Sc. degree in Environmental Technology in 1996,
Post Graduate Diploma in 1993 & B.Sc in Chemical
Engineering from the University of Jordan in 1988. He
was appointed in May 14th 2015 as the “Ministers
Advisor for Energy Affairs” at the Ministry of Energy &
Mineral Resources in Jordan, in addition to being
chosen as the Senior Advisor for the Arab Renewable
Energy Commission (AREC).
Eng. Dabbas won the “Prize of the Ideal Employee at the Civil Service Bureau for
the year 2010”, this prize was based on a competition basis at the governmental
level and a warded to him from H.E the Prime Minister of Jordan on April 9th 2011
at the Royal Cultural Center.
Also, he had been chosen in Feb.16th 2010 among other governmental applicants
to participate in the Public Servant Advanced Program / Three Phases Training
Program arranged in collaboration with the Royal Military Academy of Sand Hurst
(RMAS)-UK & King Abdullah II Fund For Development (KAFD) in Jordan. This
Program is Envisioned to Provide a Team of Senior Public Servants with a Strong
Foundation of Content Knowledge, Management Talent & Skills.
Eng. Dabbas until Sep. 15th 2019 is the Minister’s Advisor for Energy Affairs at the
Ministry of Energy in Jordan, the Senior Advisor to the Arab Renewable Energy
Commission (AREC), and Executive Board Member of the World Renewable
Energy Council (WREN/WREC) Brighton-UK; worked as an Advisor to the Balqa
Applied University (BAU) for Energy Issues; and was the Chairman of Biofuel &
Industrial Fuels Ministerial Committees at the Ministry of Energy until March 19th
2017. He has been involved as an Energy & Environment Consultant to Jordan
Lafarge Cement & Al-Rajhi Saudi Cement Manufacturing Plants in Jordan, He is a
member of lots of Renewable Energy & Energy Efficiency Committees both
nationally and internationally, and was representing the Government of Jordan as a
member of the Energy Committee at the ESCWA for around three years, as well as
inviting speaker for many International Conferences and Seminars.
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